History Detective
Well, the year seems to be hotting up
already—business-wise, that is. But autumn
is now upon us and it will soon be getting
cooler (oh, misery!). Thank goodness for
the Unlock the Past Baltic Cruise in July to
get me out of the Sydney cold.
Which makes me think that it would be
great to head to the northern hemisphere
every winter. So perhaps my American
colleagues could advise if there is a big
genealogical conference in July 2016 that
I could offer to speak at. I might have to
head over there, anyway, to research a
book (mum’s the word for now) so it would be great to kill three birds with
one stone.
Meanwhile, I said in the last newsletter that I would be sending out a bulk
order for societies and libraries but I’m afraid I didn’t get around to it. I was
too busy racing the clock in an effort to get the final edit completed for my
next mainstream book (see Black Widow page 7) and to get the surnames
book to the printer (see page 6). I will include the society discount offer in
the next newsletter so societies have a choice of three publications:
Writing Interesting Family Histories
Help! Historical and Genealogical Truth: How do I separate fact from fiction?
and the latest:
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Help! Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname?

A writer is

I am not including a subscriber pre-publication discount offer in this newsletter as I need
to work out postage costs, not only for Help!
Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname? but
for an associated laminated sheet. I discuss
the book and laminated sheet on page six of
this newsletter. Both the book and sheet will
be available at the Australasian Genealogical
Congress in Canberra at the end of March, at
which time I will be speaking on the subject
of surnames. I will include the subscriber discount in the April newsletter.
My thanks to the three genealogists
who read the manuscript and offered
suggestions: Shauna Hicks, Keith Johnson and Helen Smith. Your input is
greatly appreciated.

someone
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who has
taught his mind
to misbehave.
Oscar Wilde
(1854-1900)
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Help! Historical and
Genealogical Truth
I am getting lots of great feedback about
Help! Historical and Genealogical Truth:
How do I separate fact from fiction?
Comments like ‘Bravo!’, ‘It’s a must-read’
and ‘It fills a much-needed gap.’ I will
launch it at my seminar at the Australian
Genealogical Congress in Canberra this
month and will give away a free copy to
someone who attends the talk.
Meanwhile, I forgot to include any reference to the free copy in my last newsletter. It goes to subscriber Dick Roe.
Dick, if you would like to email me by 15
March and provide your postal details, I
will send out the free copy.

History Detective Website
I purchased a couple of History
Detective URL’s a couple of years
ago but haven’t had time to build
a website until recently.
The History Detective website
serves two purposes. It provides
a ‘history detective’ presence on
the internet and allows me to
focus only on History Detective
information.
One advantage of the website is
that it includes an index to all the
articles in the History Detective
newsletters. So if you remember
that an article was written about
a subject that interests you and
want quick access to that article,
you can go to the Newsletters
page on the website. The URL is:
http://thehistorydetective.org/newsletters.html.
A link to the index is included in the covering email.
Each index entry lists the issue in which the article is included
(eg. 1/7, meaning Volume 1 No. 7). It also provides a link to the
newsletter itself. You can use the issue number to find your own
print-out of the newsletter or you can click on the link and call up
the newsletter on the web. I am already finding the index helpful
when I want to work out whether I have previously written an
article on a certain subject.
Here are the two web addresses:
http://www.thehistorydetective.com.au
http://thehistorydetective.org

Speaking Engagements
Date and time: Saturday, 14 March 2015, 10.30am to 12.30pm.
Organiser: Lake Macquarie City Council (free event).
Location: Meeting room, Charlestown Library, cnr Smith and Ridley St, Charlestown, NSW.
Contact: history.lakemac.com.au or 4943 5555; alternatively, link to registration on covering email.
Topic: Writing Interesting Family Histories.
Date and time: Friday, 27 March 2015, Afternoon Session.
Organiser: 14th Australasian Congress on Genealogy and Heraldry
Location: National Convention Centre, 31 Constitution Ave, Canberra.
Contact: http://www.congress2015.org.au/congress-2015/
Topic: Help! Which information is correct?: Tried-and-true strategies for determining historical truth. This
seminar covers some of the topics included in Help! Historical and Genealogical Truth.
Date and time: Saturday, 28 March 2015, Morning Session.
Organiser, Location, Contact: as above.
Topic: Help! Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname? This seminar covers some of the topics included in the
book of the same name.
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Publishing Pointers: Leading, letter spacing and other features
In my last newsletter, I talked about paragraph Leading or line spacing
layout and received some responses saying ‘Thank
you!’ and ‘You’ve told me how to solve a problem
that has been frustrating me.’ One reader reminded
me that while I had displayed a non-indented first
paragraph in each example, I hadn’t pointed it out.
So let’s begin by briefly returning to this subject.

Paragraph layout

In the previous issue, I displayed three types of
paragraphs: block paragraphs, block indented
paragraphs, and indented paragraphs. I explained
that for books and journal articles, the ‘indented
paragraphs’ option was ideal in terms of the natural
flow of ideas, reader comfort, and a reduction in
wasted space. This is shown in the text below.
Cras sit amet posuere lectus. Suspendisse potenti. Vivamus at enim mattis, posuere turpis ut,
fringilla nisi. Fusce vitae tellus ex. Praesent ullamcorper efficitur lectus sed eleifend.
Aenean sit amet lectus at elit bibendum im
perdiet nec in ipsum.
Nunc a dolor odio. Nam venenatis cursus ex
feugiat pharetra. Cras in dolor eu massa conseq
What I didn’t explain is that the first paragraph in
any article, chapter or section is not indented. This
is shown in the above sample. Only the second and
subsequent paragraphs are indented as shown in the
articles in this newsletter.
When you put the ‘indented paragraphs’ layout
into practice, you might be uncertain as to what
you should do when you include a block quote or
an indented list in the text. Should you start the
following paragraph with an indented line or not?
The answer to that question is to ask yourself if the
next paragraph continues and completes the same
train of thought or if it starts a new one. In relation
to the image above, I started the next paragraph with
an indented first line because it started a new train
of thought. I would not have indented the first line
of the text following the image above if it continued
the same train of thought. Let me provide a facetious
example as shown below:
We all have our likes and dislikes. Among my (passionate) dislikes are:
- Cooking;
- Cleaning; and
- Gardening.
Thank goodness I live in the twenty-first century
instead of the nineteenth.
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You have encountered leading whether you realise it
or not. It refers to the space between the baselines
of text. When you choose to use single spacing or
double spacing in your text, you are making a choice
about leading.
So how did the term leading arise? In printing,
leading was, according to Dictionary.com, ‘a thin strip
of type metal or brass less than type-high, used for
increasing the space between lines of type’.

Visually, the impact of line-spacing is extremely important. Let’s see it in action.
Single spacing:
Cras sit amet posuere lectus. Suspendisse potenti.
Vivamus at enim mattis, posuere turpis ut, fringilla
nisi. Fusce vitae tellus ex. Praesent ullamcorper efficitur lectus sed eleifend. Aenean sit amet lectus at
elit bibendum im perdiet.

As you can see, the text looks cramped and therefore tiring to read (and the gap below the box is too
wide but I’ve given up trying to reduce it).
Double spacing:
Cras sit amet posuere lectus. Suspendisse potenti.
Vivamus at enim mattis, posuere turpis ut, fringilla
nisi. Fusce vitae tellus ex. Praesent ullamcorper ef

As you can see, the lines of text are too far apart for
normal reading. Just as an aside, if you are thinking
about submitting a manuscript to a mainstream publisher at any stage, they ask to have the manuscript in
double-spaced text with 3-4cm margins.
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Publishing Pointers (continued)
Cras sit amet posuere lectus. Suspendisse potenti.
Spacing 1.15:
The word-processing package Word now defaults to 1.15 spac- Vivamus at enim mattis, posuere turpis ut, fringilla
ing as shown to the right. This is a more comfortable read. nisi. Fusce vitae tellus ex. Praesent ullamcorper efficitur lectus sed eleifend. Aenean sit amet lectus at

Professional programmes:
elit bibendum im perdiet.
Most professional typography programmes have a default leading setting of
about 1.2. Additionally, they allow the user to change the setting by any desired
amount. I use Indesign to typeset my newsletters and ‘how to’ books. I use a
normal font of 10.8 and a leading of 13.2 but, when the text on the facing pages
does not line up at the bottom of the pages because of headings or section
breaks or images or whatever, I tweak the leading slightly so that the leading on
one page might be 13.2 and the facing page 13.28.
Word programme:
So, how do we change the leading in Word if we want a different leading than
the pre-programmed line spacing of 1 or 1.15 or 1.5 or 2? For those who are
using Word 2010, here is the answer.
- Highlight your paragraph of text.
- On the Home tab, find ‘Paragraph’ (see the image below). Click (that is, left click)
the arrow button to the right of ‘Paragraph’.

- This brings up the Paragraph dialog box shown to the right.
Click the tab ‘Indents and Spacing’.
- In the middle right-hand side of this dialog box you will
see a set of options titled ‘Line Spacing’. When you click the
arrow underneath, it displays a list of options. If you click the
‘Exactly’ option, you can use the ‘At’ option to the right to set
the amount of space between lines. For example, if you are
using a ‘12pt’ font, then single spacing is ‘12pt’ and double
spacing is ‘24pt’. You can make your line spacing as large or
as small as you like. But remember that if your line spacing is
smaller than your font you will soon find that the bottom of
the descenders (that is, g, p, q, etc.) will intrude into the space
allowed for the top of the ascenders on the line below (that
is, b, h, k, etc.).
- Remember, any changes you make will only be to the highlighted paragraph. If you want to change the line spacing for
an entire document, you will need to modify the ‘Normal’
function. To do so:
- Go to the ‘Home’ tab and find the ‘Normal’ function (this is
shown on the right of the above image);
- Right click on ‘Normal’ then click the ‘Modify’ function;
- Go to the bottom left of the new screen, then click ‘Format’ then ‘Paragraph’ and follow the instructions
on the previous page.
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Publishing Pointers (continued)
Letter spacing

Leading allows us to tweak the space between lines;
that is, to change the vertical display of our text.
Letter spacing or tracking allows us to change the
horizontal display.
When I look at the print-outs from my first dot
matrix printer (purchased with my first computer in
the early-mid 1980s instead of investing in a car), I
can see that each letter took up the same amount
of space so the effect is stilted and gappy. Today’s
printers have proportional spacing meaning that
narrow letters like ‘i’ take up less room than broad
letters like ‘m’ as can be seen when we type them
consecutively: imim.
Letter spacing adjustments allows us to make the
width of a letter cluster or word or series of words
narrower or wider to improve the layout of the text.
Here is an example of a normal layout made by the
computer:

Click (that is, left click) the arrow to the right of ‘Font’.
- Go to the ‘Advanced’ tab and find the highlighted
field ‘Spacing’.

Cras sit amet posuere lectus. Suspendisse potenti.
Vivamus at enim mattis, posuere turpis ut, fringilla
nisi. Fusce vitae tellus ex. Praesent ullamcorper efficitur lectus sed eleifend. Aenean sit amet lectus at
elit.

What if that single word on the fifth line forces the
text onto a new page? What if that word is the only
word on the page because it ends a chapter? There
are three ways of dealing with this problem:
1. Rewrite the paragraph or rewrite a previous paragraph so that the chapter ends at the bottom of the
page (I do this all the time with my ‘how to’ books).
2. Allow hyphenation of long words at the end of a
line. However, this can become unsightly if there are
too many hyphenated words and can be annoying for
the reader.
3. Tweak the letter spacing of the paragraph. This is
shown below.
Cras sit amet posuere lectus. Suspendisse potenti.
Vivamus at enim mattis, posuere turpis ut, fringilla nisi.
Fusce vitae tellus ex. Praesent ullamcorper efficitur
lectus sed eleifend. Aenean sit amet lectus at elit.

As you can see, the word nisi from the third line has
been moved up to the end of the second line thereby
reducing the paragraph from five lines to four.
Changing the letter spacing is easy in a programme
like Indesign and also in PowerPoint. Word, however,
is more difficult. To change the letter spacing in Word,
do the following:
- Look back at the Home tab image on the previous
page. To the left of ‘Paragraph’ you will see ‘Font’.
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- Click ‘Condensed’ if you want to reduce the width
or ‘Expanded’ if you want to widen your text. Type in
or click on an amount in ‘By’ and this will allow you to
change the width by small increments. Alternatively
you can go to the ‘Scale’ field above and change your
highlighted text by percentages.

Kerning

Kerning is another hoizontal adjustment feature.
According to Wikipedia, it is ‘the process of adjusting
the spacing between characters in a proportional font,
usually to achieve a visually pleasing result.’ Thus, we
can change the kerning between the letters ‘A’ and
‘V’ so that the left arm of ‘V’ intrudes into the space
allocated for ‘A’ as shown here: ‘AV’. This is a feature
mainly used by professional typographers.
~~*~~
Most of you will not need this degree of control over
your text. However, this information is useful for
those producing a family history newsletter, a society
journal, a self-published family history or any other
published work.
PS. Note that the first line of the above paragraph
does not have an indent as it begins after a section
break.
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Help! Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname?
Let me introduce you to my third genealogical ‘how to’ book: Help! Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname?
In writing my first three ‘how to’ books, I seem to have taken a backwards journey. I began with Writing
Interesting Family Histories, which assists family historians in the second last stage of their research journey;
that is, getting the results of their research onto paper (I will deal with the final process, publishing options,
in Writing and Publishing Really Interesting Family Histories). My second book focuses on an early stage
in the research journey, the analysis of the evidence we gather. There isn’t much point in writing a family
history if an error along the way means that we are researching the wrong family. My third book takes us
back a step further to the quintessential ingredient of family history research: surnames. If we can’t find our
ancestors’ surnames in the records we search, we have hit a brick wall before we’ve barely begun.
Help! Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname? is not your usual book about the origins and derivation of
surnames or the use or DNA or one-name studies to find surnames. Its purpose is explained in the blurb:

How often have you sat looking at a historical register or in front of a computer screen
expecting to see your ancestor’s surname only to discover that it’s not there? You check every
spelling you can think of without success then give up the search unaware that the entry is
there but that you lack enough knowledge about English
letters and sounds to find it.
Help! Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname? is the
solution to your problem. It describes the distortions
that can occur between the time your ancestor thinks
about saying his or her surname to the time you
search for the surname in an online index. It explains
that these distortions are rarely random and displays
sound charts and surnames tables showing how and
why the distortions occur. It includes lists of spellings
for every letter and sound—as many as two dozen for
a single vowel sound in some instances. And it provides
guidelines you can follow to help find those elusive
surnames.
This book is a gateway to a new world. Once you have
read it, you will think about surnames in a completely
different way. No longer will you be flailing in the dark, making stabs at spelling possibilities.
When you follow its instructions, you will find that some of those previously abandoned
surname searches are now successful.
As I wrote the book, I realised that it would be helpful for researchers to have a laminated A4 sheet to take
to record offices, one that provided in table format a brief guide to critical
sound and letter issues that might help them find elusive surnames. It also
needed to include a page reference to the section in Help! that provided
more detailed information.
The image to the right shows the top left-hand side (the first five of eleven
columns) of one of the tables on the laminated sheet. As you can see,
the digraph ‘gh’ (two letters making the one sound) can also be spelt or
pronounced ‘f’, ‘g’ or ‘k’. Therefore, surnames containing this letter cluster
could be written with the letters ‘f’, ‘g’ or ‘k’. The eleventh column (unseen)
lists the relevant page numbers in Help! where an explanation is found.
Both the book and laminated sheet will be available at the Australasian
Genealogical Congress at Canberra at the end of March. I will also give
away a free copy to someone who attends the seminar.
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Black Widow: the true story of Australia’s
first female serial killer
The day is drawing nigh: 1 June 2015,
the date on which my next historical
true-crime thriller reaches the bookshops. I’ll include the blurb in the next
newsletter.
To those who are thinking that it previously had a different name, you are
right. What was previously The Lucretia Borgia of Botany Bay is now Black
Widow. Publishers like to run titles past
their sales and marketing team and
Black Widow scored more points than
Lucretia Borgia.

Odds and Sods:
Barefoot and pregnant in the kitchen
In writing Black Widow, I had to do a lot of background reading about
the role of women in society. When I read about the dreadful attitudes
towards and statements made about women (which you will read in
the book), they immediately brought to mind the phrase ‘barefoot and
pregnant in the kitchen’. So I googled the phrase to determine how it
arose. (Just as an aside, I tell my researching and writing students that
it is essential that we follow all leads as the best information can often
be found in the oddest of places.)
‘The only way to keep a woman happy is to keep her barefoot
and pregnant,’ wrote one Dr Hertzler in 1910. I wonder if he found
himself in the divorce courts soon afterwards! The Wikipedia article
‘Barefoot and pregnant’ also mentions that the Philadelphia chapter
of America’s National Organization for Women has an annual
Barefoot and Pregnant Award which is bestowed upon ‘persons in the
community who have done the most to perpetuate outmoded images
of women and who have refused to recognize that women are, in fact,
human beings.’
Methinks that there are a number of Australian politicians who
deserve to be honoured with such an award!

Farewell for now
The History Detective bids you good researching, writing, and reading.
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